
Optional WS1                                                                                           Name:__________________________  
1. Write the boolean value each expression evaluates to. 

a. ____true || false  
b. ____-1 > -8  
c. ____false && false  
d. ____“Happy” === “Joyful”  
e. ____(4*5) === (40/4)  
f. ____false || false  
g. ____12 <= (2 * 8 - 4)  
h. ____1 === -1  

2. Write a function that satisfies the parameters to the left. 

- name: lessThan 
- return: string 
- parameters: a number 

called x, a number called 
y 

- the function returns “yay” 
if x is less than y.  

- the function returns “boo” 
if x is greater than y. 

- the function returns 
“hmm” if x is equal to y. 

 

- name: partyTime 
- return: boolean 
- parameters: a number 

called time, a string called 
celebrate 

- If time equals 10, the 
function prints the 
celebrate parameter and 
returns true. 

- Otherwise, the function 
returns false. 

 

Ned Stark has asked a favor of 
us! He needs a function that will 
tell him if winter is indeed 
coming. Complete the function 
definition   below so that it meets 
the following requirements: 

- There is a single  number 
parameter named  day 

-  It returns true if  day  is 
greater than or equal to 
265 (the first day of 
autumn), and false 
otherwise 

- The function is named 
winterIsComing . 

 



3. 
Given the function signatures below (you can ignore the actual bodies of the functions, and assume there are 
no errors in them), fill in the blanks with function names so that there are no errors (  Remember:   a  function 
signature  tells you a function’s return type and parameter type(s)  ) 
 
let animalsAreCool: boolean = ____(____(____(____(101)), ____(____(110)))); 

(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)         (e)  (f)  

(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
(d)  
(e)  
(f)  

 

let aardvark = (b: boolean): boolean => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let bear = (x: number, s: string): boolean => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let cat = (x: number): string => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let dog = (x: number): number => { 

   // ... 

}; 

4. Answer the following questions on the right. 

let f1 = (x: number): string => { 
    return x + “1”; 
}; 
 
let f2 = (x: number): boolean => { 
    return x > 2; 
}; 
 
let main = async () => { 
    let foo: string = f1(110); // (i) 
    let bar: boolean = f2(2); // (ii) 
    print(foo); 
    print(bar); 
}; 
 
main(); 

(4.1) What is type of  foo  after the line denoted by  (i)  is 
executed? 
 
 
  
 
 
 
(4.2) What is type of  bar  after the line denoted by  (ii)  is 
executed? 
 
  
 
 
(4.3) What is printed after the  main  function finishes 
running? 
 
 



5. You can get extra credit on problem sets for turning them in early :). Here’s the policy from the syllabus: 
● More than 48 hours  before  deadline:  5% extra credit 
● 24 (exclusive) to 48 hours  before  deadline:  (hours before - 24) / 24 * 5% extra credit 
● 0 to 24 hours before deadline:  no extra credit nor penalty 

Write a function called extraCredit that calculates and returns a student’s problem set score with extra credit 
added. Your function should take in two numbers as parameters: the first number should represent a raw score 
(as a percentage) on a problem set and the second should represent the number of hours before the deadline 
it was submitted. You can assume that the first argument entered is between 0 and 100 and the second 
argument is greater than 0. The function should  calculate and return the student’s final score with extra 
credit added . For example, for a student who earned a 95 raw score and submitted 49 hours before the 
deadline, extraCredit should print 99.75.  

 

6.  Write a function called carolinaVictory that has two number parameters named carolinaPoints and 
opponentPoints and a boolean return type.  
The function should check if carolinaPoints is greater than opponentPoints and false otherwise. 

 

Circle the correct return value for each function call: 
(a) carolinaVictory(10, 5) True False 5 
(b) carolinaVictory(5, 5) True False 0 
(c) carolinaVictory(3, 7) True False 4 

  



Optional WS1                                                                                           Name:__________________________  
1. Write the boolean value each expression evaluates to. 

a. __T__true || false  
b. __T__-1 > -8  
c. __F__false && false  
d. __F__“Happy” === “Joyful”  
e. __F__(4*5) === (40/4)  
f. __F__false || false  
g. __T__12 <= (2 * 8 - 4)  
h. __F__1 === -1  

2. Write a function that satisfies the parameters to the left. 

- name: lessThan 
- return: string 
- parameters: a number 

called x, a number called 
y 

- the function returns “yay” 
if x is less than y.  

- the function returns “boo” 
if x is greater than y. 

- the function returns 
“hmm” if x is equal to y. 

let lessThan = (x: number, y: number): string => { 
   if (x < y) { 
       return "yay"; 
   } else { 
       if (x > y) { 
           return "boo"; 
       } else { 
           return "hmm"; 
       } 
   } 
}; 

- name: partyTime 
- return: boolean 
- parameters: a number 

called time, a string called 
celebrate 

- If time equals 10, the 
function prints the 
celebrate parameter and 
returns true. 

- Otherwise, the function 
returns false. 

let partyTime = (time: number, celebrate: string): boolean 
=> { 
    if (time === 10) { 
        print(celebrate); 
        return true; 
    } else { 
        return false; 
    } 
}; 

Ned Stark has asked a favor of 
us! He needs a function that will 
tell him if winter is indeed 
coming. Complete the function 
definition   below so that it meets 
the following requirements: 

- There is a single  number 
parameter named  day 

-  It returns true if  day  is 
greater than or equal to 
265 (the first day of 
autumn), and false 
otherwise 

- The function is named 
winterIsComing . 

let winterIsComing = (day: number): boolean => { 
return day >== 265; 

}; 



3. 
Given the function signatures below (you can ignore the actual bodies of the functions, and assume there are 
no errors in them), fill in the blanks with function names so that there are no errors (  Remember:   a  function 
signature  tells you a function’s return type and parameter type(s)  ) 
 
let animalsAreCool: boolean = ____(____(____(____(101)), ____(____(110)))); 

(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)         (e)  (f)  

(a) aardvark 
(b) bear 
(c) dog 
(d) dog 
(e) cat 
(f) dog 

 

let aardvark = (b: boolean): boolean => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let bear = (x: number, s: string): boolean => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let cat = (x: number): string => { 

   // ... 

}; 

let dog = (x: number): number => { 

   // ... 

}; 

4. Answer the following questions on the right. 

let f1 = (x: number): string => { 
    return x + “1”; 
}; 
 
let f2 = (x: number): boolean => { 
    return x > 2; 
}; 
 
let main = async () => { 
    let foo: __________ = f1(110); // 
(i) 
    let bar: __________ = f2(2); // 
(ii) 
    print(foo); 
    print(bar); 
} 
 
main(); 

(4.1) What is type of  foo  after the line denoted by  (i)  is 
executed? 
 
string 
 
 
 
 
(4.2) What is type of  bar  after the line denoted by  (ii)  is 
executed? 
 
boolean 
 
 
(4.3) What is printed after the  main  function finishes 
running? 
1101 
false 



5. You can get extra credit on problem sets for turning them in early :). Here’s the policy from the syllabus: 
● More than 48 hours  before  deadline:  5% extra credit 
● 24 (exclusive) to 48 hours  before  deadline:  (hours before - 24) / 24 * 5% extra credit 
● 0 to 24 hours before deadline:  no extra credit nor penalty 

Write a function called extraCredit that calculates and returns a student’s problem set score with extra credit 
added. Your function should take in two numbers as parameters: the first number should represent a raw score 
(as a percentage) on a problem set and the second should represent the number of hours before the deadline 
it was submitted. You can assume that the first argument entered is between 0 and 100 and the second 
argument is greater than 0. The function should  calculate and return the student’s final score with extra 
credit added . For example, for a student who earned a 95 raw score and submitted 49 hours before the 
deadline, extraCredit should print 99.75.  

let extraCredit = (rawScore: number, hoursEarly: number): number => { 

   if (hoursEarly > 48) { 

       return (rawScore * 1.05); 

   } else if (hoursEarly > 24) { 

       let exCredit: number = ((hoursEarly - 24) / 24) * .05; 

       return (rawScore * (1 + exCredit)); 

   } else { 

       return rawScore; 

   } 

}; 

6.  Write a function called carolinaVictory that has two number parameters named carolinaPoints and 
opponentPoints and a boolean return type.  
The function should check if carolinaPoints is greater than opponentPoints and false otherwise. 

let carolinaVictory = (carolinaPoints: number, opponentPoints: number): boolean => { 
    if (carolinaPoints > opponentPoints) { 
        return true; 
    } else { 
        return false; 
    } 
}; 

Circle the correct return value for each function call: 
(a) carolinaVictory(10, 5) True False 5 
(b) carolinaVictory(5, 5) True False 0 
(c) carolinaVictory(3, 7) True False 4 

 
 


